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ABSTRACTS
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cDmmH以缸P口吻盯仍加 Q，拖印咄。J。
The report of the 20‘“National ConE乒ess of the Communist Party of China emphasized that we will fbllow

a Chinese path of human rights devel叩ment，actively paticipate in dobal human rights 90Vemance，and pro—

mote a11一around advancement of human rights．Chinese path of human rights development is based on the uni-

tv of the historical logic of“the whole takes precedence over the individual’’in modem China，the 109ic of the

cultural tradition of‘‘publicity precedes the privateness”，and the practical preference logic of“the whole／in‘

dividual coexistence"．Active promotion of human rights by aU is based on the principle of equality，while the

judicial protection of individual human rights is based on f}eedom．The tension between equality and f南edom

constitutes the tmnscendental value stmcture of human rights in contemporary China．0n the Venical histori-

cal axis，‘‘active promotion of human rights by all’’and“judicial pmtection of human rights by indiViduals”

are in a sequemial relationship in strategy，but they have developed into a new stage of parallel pmgress in

the horizontal practice of contemporary China．Tb Iealize the balanced output of the duality fhnction of human

rights in contemporary China， we need to complement， supplement and strengthen the indiVidual一oriented

human rights institutional system under the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought on the Rule of Law．

Key Words Chinese Human Rights；Development Path；Generative Logic；Value Orientation；Prac‘

tice】Ⅵechanism

Qi Yanping，Ph．D． in Law，Chair Profbssor of Beijing Institute of Technology Law Sch001．

S魄印。阳cD即l，棚砌n鲫脑舭砌n伽d历P乜如细砌厅D，硼妇勺国mm优谊Z MP讹砌肛肠，．，．，而m
the Perspec咖e of Contextll诫sm：w诚n FocHs on饿e Med泌哟n Model xIoNG H∞·17‘

China has signed the Singapore Convention on Mediation in 2019．Therefbre，it has become an important

and urgem issue to constmct the implementation plan of the Convention and commercial mediation le舀slation

that is compatible with the local context and the requirements of the ConVention．This paper argues that the

domestic legalization of the Singapore Convention on Mediation is not simply a maner of mles compatibility

and institutional cohesion，but a matter of difkrentiation and conve唱ence of cultural contexts．To s01Ve this

problem，we need to deeply comprehend Chinese social一cultural contexts， rather than blindly f0110wing the

mediation paradigms of Westem countries．Based on China’s subjectiVe perspectiVe， the Value proposition ol

the imDlementation of the Convention should be clarified，and the cultural pref色rence of difkrent mediation

modes should be analyzed，through which the basic principles and detailed mles of Chinese commercial me。

diation law can be weU constructed in the balance of Chinese context and intemational standards．

Key Words Singapore ConVention on Mediation；

tion；Mediation Styles；Cultural Contexts

Contextualism；Legislation on Commercial Media—

Xiong Hao，Ph．D． in I丑w，Associate Professor of Fudan UniVersity Law Sch001．
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The right to privacy in China should be Iegarded in te珊s of endogenous eVolution， din’erent 1．rom the

general idea among scholars that merely traces the origin of Chinese priVacy to foreign laws．The issue is how

a negative notion， 耽，硌i[privateness to shade】to be criticized，transfb珊s into a positiVe notion，yZ珊i【pri—

vateness to hide]to criticize others．The research considers two critical contexts，including P留“口n耽珊i[cri—

tique on officers]and Pim讥n瑚i[critique on civilians]．It also analyzes three critical ideas：political，so—

cial，and private morality．In the context of Pim流n瑚i，govemanceism f-rom p01itical morality and indiVidu·

alism f而m private momlity respectively have developed mo kinds of l，孙i：the fo瑚er serving the historic re—

unification of the Chinese nation，while the latter serving the succession of privacy f而m the exotic context．In

contrast，social morality induces y孤L the subject to be criticized．As for the context of尸培uon y害琊i，it does

not give rise to the notion of yZ瑚i，but constitutes an inherent limitation of the right to priVacy．Specifically，

the nonlinear evolution of modem privacy in China is a resuh of the interaction of these three ideas．There

was either a mutation of the individualistic sense of n瑚-，a temporary disappearance of these two y泌i，reVi—

talization and development of these two yh”i，or even a settlement of the right to priVacy．This contributes to

a disenchanted understanding of contemporaIy pI．0tection of the right to privacy．

Key Words Privacy；Yinsi；Ri曲t to Privacy；Critical Legal Studies；Intellectual History

Lu Zhenhao，Ph．D． Candidate，Law School of Tsinghua University．

砌P S卿跆mP聆缸，)，RD跆矿A锄伽妇棚咖口曰m以c^加国聆s砌砌咒耐RPl，拓w Ⅱ尺M彬‘46。

For achieving the administrative pu叩ose or improving work emciency，the administratiVe branch usually

ignores the constitutionality of administrative actions，which causes infHngement on fundamental rights．The

establishment of the institutions to guide and restrain the administrative branch for the pu叩ose of exercising

the powers in consistent with the Constitution， as well as assisting the Standing Committee of the National

People’s Congress with the help of those institutions，can enhance the idea of exercising the power according

to the Constitution and play a supplementary role to complete the constitutional reView system．Firstly，im—

pmve the constitutionality of the legislative drafts by eValuation of unconstitutional risks of the le舀slatiVe

dI啦s； Secondly， activate the power of the State Council to make the application of constitutional reView by

selecting cases among the administrative review cases and petition letters；Thirdly， establish the institution

that administrative department，whose business is relevant to the unconstitutional controversy，provides the

solution choice，to li曲ten the possible heavy workload of the standing committee of the NPC to constitutional

review in the future； Last， require the administrative branch to consider the Constitution when interpreting

the law enforcement basis， to enhance the constitutional review’s function on protecting the fundamental

rights．

Key Words Constitutional Review； Supplementary Function； Executing the Power according to the

Constitution

Li Ruiyi，Ph．D．in Law，Associate Pmfessor of Nankai University Law Sch001．

R趣—缸口以d W，，D，lg q厂觑P D括口c加腮姆
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Tax Laws distribute ta)【aecording

ciple based on the cost theory，or the
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to the fhculty principle based on the sacrifice theory，the bene6t prin—

faculty principle based on the ability theory．According to the faculty
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principle based on sacrifice theory and the benefit principle based on cost theory，when the weak need public

goods to exercise their lawful rights but caJlnot affbrd tax，the stIDng can refuse to bear tax liability．People

who work hard but unfbrtunately become weak have not“done something wIDng"，they desenre equal rights

and should be allowed to realize their rights with other members’s help．This is within the meaning of social

justice．Since tax is essentially public expenditures apportioned to members，the faculty principle based on a—

bility theory meets the requirement of social justice by asking members to bear taxes according to their eco—

nomic capacity，therefbre is more practical and objective，and should be the basic principle that China’s tax

laws generaUy follow when distributing tax burden to taxpayers．7rhe bene6t principle could be used to limit

extra tax burden or relief，so as to avoid the weak seeking govemment spending that goes beyond what is nec—

essary for equal rights．

Key Words Distribution of Tax Burden；Tax Faimess；Social Justice；Faculty Principle；Benefit Prin—

ciDle

Zhang Mujun，Ph．D．in Law，Post Docs in Peking UniVersity Law School

耐盯功60，砌w m细c砌n扣，D，j弦咒妇砌n耐砌珈力，l胁c枷D腮绑
D0ⅣG耽咖n·72·

The work characteristics of o唱anizational platf0瑚practitioners coexisting autonomy with labor control

have led to disputes over the existence of their labor relations in judicial trial practice and theoI℃tical re-

search， and the essence of the dispute is the dif!Ibrence in vaLlue judgments on whether they should be in—

clined to be protected as laborers in the sense of Iabor law．A1though platfb珊practitioners haVe difkrent

work characteristics from omine laborers，the contractual rel砒ionship between them and the pla怕瑚or its

cooperative enterprises is also a combination of 1abor and means of production， and they also haVe no equal

negotiation ability with the plaⅡ’0珊or its cooperative ente印rises， so pla怕珊practitioners should also re—

ceive the tilting pmtection of labor law．As for the institutional response to the Value judgment of platfom

practitioners’preferential pmtection，first of all，it is necessary to clarify the identity of plaⅡb珊practitioners

thI．ough the identi6cation of labor Ielations．On this basis， in view of the worl【autonomy of platfbHn practi—

tioners compared with omine workers，we should fhrther consider the solutions applicable to the speci矗c sys—

tems of the cun．ent labor law．

1【ey Words Organizational P1a讧0瑚Practitioners；Value Judgment；Subordination of Labor Relations；

Tilt Protection；Weak Position of Negotiation Ability

Dong Wenjun，Ph．D．in Law，Assoeiate Profbssor of School of law of Jilin University；Researcher of Ju—

dicial Data Application Research Center of Jilin University．

on lhe Bnsis对C馘mfor D姗ages in 砌P胁砌秽口耐凡m毋&成s 耐me c如tl Code

JU l，0，增，Mn·87·

The marriage and family 1aw is retumed to the civil code，and it cannot“retum to fo珊but not to sub—

stance"．A very important sign of whether it reaUy retums is whether its claim can be coordinated with the

basic system of claim in the civil code．Articles 1054 and 1091 of the maI面age and family code of the ciVil

code stipulate“compensation for damage"，is its claim based on contracting fault liability or tort liability?

This paper holds that article 1 054

liability for contracting fault in the

pmvides a special liability for contracting fault，which is difkrent f而m the

contract part，because it includes compensation for mental damage；Arti-

一193—
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cle 1091 stipulates that‘‘special tort liability or fault liability”，which is di巧erent f而m t}le general tort liabil-

ity in the tort liability series，cannot be recognized as general tort liability because it requires fault+damage+

causality．Its so—caUed‘‘fault’’is completely specified by the maI商age and family series，which is dif玷Ient

f而m the special fault in the tort liability series．The principle of fault o￡f毫et is not applicable．As long as both

parties have faults，it can not constitute this kind of claim for compensation．However， neither article 1054

nor article 1091 shaU prevent the other composition of general tort．

Key Words Marriage；Contracting Nedigence；Tort nability；Damage Compensation；Identity Contract

“Yon舀un，Ph．D．in Law，Pmfessor of the Civil，Commercial and Economic Law School of China Uni-

versitv of Political Science and Law．

知却m妇n砌Z砌把伊陀纽砌聆o，“Ac觑口缈Co疗加Z砌l，明fD成s”觑用D口咖g脚
LUO 5阮uoi·98-

The purpose of“actually contr01 inventories’’is to contmlthe pledger，s fbedom to dominate and dispose

of the pledged inventories within the risk range that does not lead to the unpredictable realization of the

pledge． There is no certain causal relationship between the state of possession and the effect of‘‘actually con—

trolinventories"． When the creditor entmsts a third pany to supenrise the goods，if the creditor wants to“ac—

tually contml the goods”，the supervisor needs to actually ped’o瑚the

pervisor only assumes the obligation of custody when it possesses the

agreed supeⅣision obligations．The su—

pledged inventories，otherwise he only

assumes the obligation of supenrision． According to functionalism， noating pledge transactions that do not

meet the requirements of“actually control inventories”can establish a noating mortgage when the require—

ments of a noating mortgage are met．When the noating pledge is not established or cannot be fully realized，

the parties should first dete瑚ine what obligations the parties should bear and have violated， and how many

faults they have，so as to initiaⅡy dete珊ine whether the liability for compensation is supplementary liability，

share liability or joint liability；then consider whether there are releVant exemptions， so as to fhrther deter-

mine the scope of responsibility of each party．

Key Words Floating Pledge； Actually Control InVentories； Possession； Agreement of Supervision；

0blig“on of Supervision

Luo Shuai，Ph．D． in Law，I七cturer of Law School of Zhongnan University of Economics and Law．

^b力煳咖P砌疏D，咖P砌ErgP聘锣S比印e咒s如n够聊m绷f觑n拓com肫聊D成F，口Hd C口sPs：

A豇D D聍A疗耙Z铉D D，A以矗-Z■跆cDm口以d(砌胁坩Fjm比d j么w C日U Di口nqi，zg·JJ2·

The suspension of payment is the behaVior that banks and other payment institutions refuse to perfb珊
their payment obligations for 1egal or contmetual reasons．The suspension of payment based on the doctrine of

legal assistance obligation is a speci6c way fbr payment institutions to assist public authorities in controlling

the pIDperty involved，the reason of whieh is the public authority’s intention to contr01 the property involved．

Accordin91y，the emergency suspension of payment in telecom network fraud cases is a type of fkezing coer—

cive measure．The basic institutional elements of such measure should be set in the law．The intemal mles in—

clude the premise of application and the scope of authority．The legitimacy of the authorization in Article 20

of An痞死kDm o以D崩聊nnMd如伽might be arguable．The extemal rules are the stipulation on the con．

nection behVeen emergency suspension of payment and fbezing The existing mode of direct transf0珊ation

would lead to the improper expansion of the’ef6cacy of either measure．The suspension of payment should be

一194—
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regamed as a rapid response measure to deal with the rapid transfer of funds inVolVed in new type crimes，

rather than a substitute for the fbezing before a criminal case is 6led．The emergency suspension of payment

shaU not be transfb瑚ed into the freezing directly．

Key Words Tblecom and OIlline Fmud；Eme昭ency Suspension of Payment；Freezing；Intemal Rules；

Extemal Rules

Chu Dianqing，Ph．D． in Law，Associate Professor of Law School of Beihang UniVersity．

RPs加c胁阳矿咖P RPv妇’．，足H胁够砌胁肛幼锄嚣s盯肋础嘶G比妁册d Acc印咖砌咒妇^m已耐
彤U．s耖M口凡·J27·

7rhe current review mles of volunt撕ness are established from the core perspeetiVe of the judge’s deci—

sion—making which focuses on the e￡6ciency and convenience．Judge-Centered ReView Rules mainly faVor the

extemal evaluation 0f objective behavior and lack intemal analysis of the defendant’s subjectiVe state，so the

judges haVe almost lost the opportunity and eVen the ability to examine the def色ndant’s subjectiVe state and

contains the risk of involuntary confession．To review the defendant’s t11le willingness，we should tum to the

perspective of the defendant’s cognition to reconstruct the reView 11lles．The Defendant-Centered ReView

Rules will establish“Compliance Standard’’which links the defendant’s subjective willingness with objectiVe

situation in the pre—trial procedure and 1eads the judge to make a comprehensiVe judgment to achieVe the uni—

ty of intemal analysis of subjective state and extemal eValuation of objectiVe behaVior．The Defendant—Cen—

tered Review Rules will also impmve the court reView mechanism to resolVe the problem of fomalization of

v01untary review by improving the cuⅡent situation of the defendant being dominated by the judge’s power

discourse system，increasing the level of verification of the defendant’s t11le willingness to plead guilty and ac-

cept punishment，and reshaping the adjudication authority，

Key WorIls Judge-Centered；Defendant—Centered；Judgement DeViation；SubjectiVe State；ObjectiVe

Behavior

Wu Siyuan，Ph．D． in Law，Lecturer of School of Law and Criminal Justice of East China University of

Political Science and Law．

砌P砌抛伊阳刎fD厅o，“咖P Jn贼咧叼n腮Dn砌s肋f国mm讹d咖P
——砌s以鲫咖P J蒯趣y咒妇砌n盯Acco唧如P SH6D砌锄砌咒蹦nc咖跆

‰P”
xlAo Peng·14l·

Neither the dual system nor the unitary principle—off．ender system is directly supported by China’s Crimi-

nal Code，which means both theories can exist in China’s legal system．The principle and accomplice dividing

system is not perfbct，but it’s better than the unitary principle ofknder system．There is a proVision to punish

prepamtory act in China’s Criminal Code．As a result，the accomplice-subordination theory should be inter．

preted as the subordination of preparatory theory．‘‘The instigated person has not committed the instig砒ed

crime”means the instigated person has committed the preparatory act but not yet the pe叩etrating act．This

inte印retation scheme would neither cause punishing discoordination nor make the Article 29， Section 2 of

Criminal Code a pmvision for attention．In addition， this inte叩retation scheme is able to deal with relatiVe

theoretical problems．

Key Words Inst唔ate Crime；Preparatory Crime；Accomplice Subordination Theory；Unitary Principle

0仃ender System

Xiao Peng，Ph．D． in Law，Postdoctor of Beijing Institute of Technology Law Sch001．
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The ambiguous understanding over the concept of tmdemark use has come a long way，and misinterpre—

tation has become the dominant opinion in practice for a long time．The reasons lie in the lack of systematic

thinking肌d consciousness of legal methods，as well as theoretical research of trademark law being divorced

f而m practice leading to dimculty in timely answering questions encountered in practice．Through comprehen-

siVe use of inte叩retative methods including comparative inte叩retation，systematic inte叩retation and pu叩os—

iVe inte叩retation，ture meaning of the concept can be articulated．By analyzing the relationship between the

concept of trademark use and the exclusiVe right to use and right of prohibition of using tmdemark，f而m two

directions can the concept be recognized．’rhe phrase“so as to identify the sources of goods"in the de6nition

in Article 48 of the Trademark Law is intended to define the connotation of and reveal the essential character—

istics of the concept of trademarl(use，but not to limit its scope to the situation where the trademark has actu-

ally played a role of identification．When amending the Tmdemark I丑w in the future，the legislative definition

should be impIDved to avoid fhrther misunderstanding．

Key Words Trademark Use；0rigin-indieating Function；Inte叩retation Method

Yin Shaoping，Ph．D． in Law，Associate Professor of Law School of Renmin University of China．

CD胁mP甩缸鲫A厄979矿咖P a川cD如D，心印zP台R印H易如万仍讹
(C『D—妒Ds豇如咒盯^7咖砌埘m G口s砌口蒯’咖P A咖伽豇舭咖，0足妫f幻嘞拥)

WU Xu泓i口ng·169·

The stmcture of Article 979 of the Civil Code is somehow complex． In addition to the constituent ele—

ments of Negotiomm Gestio，this article also provides for the administrator，s right to claim reimbursement of

necessary expenses and appropriate compensation for damage，as weU as the beneficiary’s defence to the es—

tablishment of the adminjstrator，s c】aim anf|the exclllsion of that def毫nce． The adminjstratnr，s jntention tn

manage，i．e． to aVoid damage to the interests of others， is an imponant element in determining the establish—

ment of Negotiomm Gestio under this section．The absence of a statutory or contractual obligation on the part

of the administmtor to intervene in the afhirs of others should be judged objectively． When de6ning the小

fairs of another person， a unifornl judgement should be made in relation to the administrator’s intention to

manage．Paragraph 2 of this article does not adopt the‘‘doctrine of the justi6ed Negotiorum Gestio”，but

rather blocks the establishment of the administrator，s claim by granting a defence to the beneficiary，which

will，however，be excluded if the beneficiary’s tme intention is unlawful． In the event of an uncaused admin—

istration，the administrator may claim from the benenciary，in addition to reimbursement of necessary expen—

ses，appropriate compensation for the loss suff色red as a result of the administration of his aLfhirs．The

adminis舰tor's right to claim compensation for damages breaks through the traditional doctrine that limits the

system of uncaused administration to the con．ection of an abnonllal state of property， and enables our un-

caused administration system to be applied in t}le context of emergency relief and righteousness．

Key WoHls Negotiomm Gestio；Intention to Manage；Necessary Expenses；Appmpriate Compensation

Wu Xunxiang，Ph．D． in Law，Postdoctoral Researcher of Peking University Law Sch001．
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